**Literacy**
The focus for Reading in Term 3 is understanding and locating facts in non-fiction texts. In Writing the children will develop their skills in using keywords to form sentences. They will then group their sentences and write a report.

**Mathematics**
In Mathematics the children will explore addition and subtraction. They will do lots of hands-on activities to practise these skills. We will also explore measurement (formal and informal units of measurement) and do some graphing based on chance.

**Religion**
In Religion the children will continue to learn about the Mass. They will then look at Creation.
We will be attending Mass as a year level on Friday 2nd August at 9am and then inviting you back to school for morning tea and an activity. We’ll remind you closer to the date!

**Inquiry**
Our unit this Term is a Science based unit. We will be learning about what Science is and what Scientists do. We will then begin to explore the weather, seasons and day and night.

**Bounce Back**
In the first half of the Term the theme for Bounce Back will be ‘Courage’ we will explore ways of being brave and courageous when we are scared. We will then do a unit of work on Cyber safety and how to stay safe when using the internet.

**Music/Concert**
Every 2 years all children participate in our School Concert and that’s this Term! Each Grade will present an item and all children will be involved. The date and time of the concert is yet to be confirmed, but will be in the last few weeks of Term 3. We will be “Travelling the World”.

The Grade Prep/1 classes will be presenting items based around these countries.
Prep/1 LJ - Italy
Prep/1 A - Hawaii
Prep/1 K – India

*More details will come home closer to the date.

**Sport**
In PE children will be learning the fundamental motor skills in running, jumping and throwing. There will also be a short gymnastics unit. Minor games will provide practice in hitting and catching, leading to an introduction to tennis and cricket.

**Italian**
In Term 3 the children will be learning about body parts in Italian. We will focus on the book, ‘Ecco Pinocchio’ and the songs and activities associated with this story.

**Art**
In Art this Term, the children will be exploring Aboriginal Art. They will use a variety of painting mediums to create wonderful art work!